The Anderson model in a superconductor is investigated on the basis of a variational theory proposed by Y oshiinori for a normal metal. The depression of the order parameter and the critical concentration are calculated in the ground state. They do not show any discontinuities nor drastic change near the transition region between the magnetic and the non-magnetic states. Their behavior qualitatively agrees with experiments made for superconductors containing transition-metal impurities. § 1. Introduction Since Abrikosov and Gorkov 1 l investigated effects of magnetic impurities on superconductivity, the problem of magnetic and non-magnetic impurities has been extensively studied both theoretically 2 l and experimentally. 3 l There is a large difference in the effect on superconductivity between magnetic and nonmagnetic impurities, and so the investigation of this effect is a good probe to check whether the impurity is magnetic or not.
§ 1
. Introduction
Since Abrikosov and Gorkov 1 l investigated effects of magnetic impurities on superconductivity, the problem of magnetic and non-magnetic impurities has been extensively studied both theoretically 2 l and experimentally. 3 l There is a large difference in the effect on superconductivity between magnetic and nonmagnetic impurities, and so the investigation of this effect is a good probe to check whether the impurity is magnetic or not.
Many authors usually adopted the conventional view that the magnetic impurity can be desc-ribed by the so-called "s-d exchange model" and non-magnetic impurity by the Anderson model. As shown by Schrieffer and W olff, 4 l however, the s-d exchange model with the antiferromagnetic coupling is equivalent to the special case of the Anderson model. Therefore, it must be possible that both magnetic and non-magnetic impurities are treated in a unified way by the Anderson model, and it is desirable to study the effect on superconductivity by this model both for magnetic and non-magnetic cases.
The Anderson model in the normal state has been treated within the Hartree-Fock approximation (HF A). Though this HFA gives satisfactory results in the case of the non-magnetic state, it is well known that this approximation has several defects: (1) In the HF A there occurs a discontinuity in physical quantities at the boundary between the non-magnetic and the magnetic states. This is unnatural because we cannot expect such a discontinuity as a phase transition in the case of a single impurity. (2) In the limit of small U ( U is the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion) the HF A does not coincide with the exact result even in lowest order of U. This fact was already pointed out by Inoue and Takano 5 l in the case of superconducting state. (3) In the magnetic region, which corresponds to the strong correlation, the HF A does not seem to give the correct result. This is the reason why the s-d exchange model has been used in this case.
Recently in order to improve such shortcomings Y oshimori 6 l proposed a variational theory which interpolates smoothly between the non-magnetic and the magnetic states.
In this paper we extend Yoshimori's formalism in normal state to superconducting state, and construct an interpolation theory, which satisfies the following conditions: (i) In the limit of vanishing U it gives the exact solution. It describes a pairweakening effect on superconductivity in the region of small U, as is shown in HFA. 7 l (ii) In the rather large U region (this corresponds to the magnetic region in a ' sense of the HFA) it describes a singlet ground state (a spin quenched state) with the anomalous binding energy as is considered in the normal state by Yosida and Yoshimori. 8 l The resultant effect on superconductivity is a pairbreaking one. (iii) It gives a smooth interpolation between the two regions mentioned above.
In § 2 the formulation is introduced. The self-consistent equation of the order parameter and several related physical quantities are calculated in § 3.
The last section is devoted to discussion and to comparison with experiments. § 2. Formulation
The starting Hamiltonian for the Anderson model m a superconductor is written in the forms
where Cka (C"ka) is the destruction (creation) operator for a conduction electron with momentum k and spin (J, and da (da +) is the destruction (creation) operator for a localized d-electron with spin 6. J is the superconducting order parameter to be determined self-consistently. We have confined our discussion to the where v is a variational parameter. This Hamiltonian is the so-called "resonance model" which is exactly soluble and has already been investigated by the present author and Shibata. 9 l Using the ground state wave function 1JI for this Hamiltonian, we construct the trial function (/) of the form
where e is another variational parameter. It is evident that (/) is a singlet spin state because 1J1 is a singlet, then Stbtai(J)=L:;k(CJ;;rCkJ. +dt+d•)(J)=O.
Next we minimize with respect to v and e the energy E of the system, which is given 'by
The expectation value of ${ can be rewritten as follows:
where we have abbreviated the average (1JII 011JI) to (0). We must evaluate various averages with respect to the state 1JI. After some manipulations we obtain the result in a simple form as, for example,
where we have defined .da=(dt+a.+). The two-body expectation value appearing on the left-hand side of Eq. (2 ·13) can be reduced to the product of some one-body expectation values as is shown in the second line of Eq. (2 ·13). This is proved in Appendix A. One-body averages such as (CJ;;tCkt) are calculated using the Green function for the resonance Hamiltonian $-Ctr· The Green function to be used are summarized as follows:
where r/Jk + = (Ctr. 
where Dis the width of the conduction band and E 0 =2L;.,k<oek· we have neglected
We notice that this is nothing but Yoshimori's result m the normal state. As long as 
)
log -= • log -= + 1 I 1 + -J .
This expression coincides with that of the HF A 7 > in the case of U = 0. 
(i) The initial decrease of the order Parameter
The order parameter which is determined from Eq. (3 · 6) decreases linearly to the concentration for small concentration. This initial decrease can be obtained from
Using Eq. (2 ·17) we can numerically evaluate the right-hand side of the above equation, and result is shown in Fig. 2 . From this it is seen that the initial decrease of the order parameter increases like U and reaches a maximum and then decreases. In the large U region T (or v) tends to zero as seen from Eq. (2 ·17), so the second and third terms of Eq. (3 · 2) vanish. Then L1 reduces to L/0• It should be noticed that the result does not exhibit any jumps or discontinUities near the magnetic and non-magnetic transition point cu~nr) as occurred in the HF A.
(
ii) The critical concentration
If we use Eq. (3 · 6) up to the critical region of the concentration, although it is a rather "high" concentration region, we can get the critical concentration Ccr at which the order parameter vanishes. This is of the form In the normal metal, the impurity of type (I) has a definite localized moment above T x but the moment is quenched below T x forming the spin singlet state. Thus, the impurity behaves as though non-magnetic. This spin quenched state is difficult to distinguish from the type (II) impurity by the behavior in the normal metal.
In this paper we have shown that two types (I) and (II) can be described by the Anderson model in a unified way. From Fig. 4 we see that for small U the curve of .d/ .do vs. c is downward and as U becomes large the curve tends to be upward. Thus we can conclude that type (I) corresponds to the case of large U, and type (II) to small U. The difference between the two types of impurities is not a qualitative but quantitative one.
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Appendix A
In order to calculate the expectation value <C"krCkrP), we use the following relation of the Green function:
where <P> = <nr + n,~-2nrn,~) = i- .dd=-.d_(log :!._+1) +O(~s ).
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